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ABSTRACT

Voice disorder is dramatically increasing due to the unhealthy social habits such as smoking and alcohol consumption, voice abuse, and the most importantly the lack of awareness among the general public and from the health care provider. Objective non-invasive multiparameter voice assessment is seen as a way to improve the voice rehabilitation process by allowing home care at own responsibility. The purpose of the research is to develop an automatic voice diagnostic system based on objective non-invasive multiparameter method known as Dysphonia Severity Index (DSI). DSI consists of four parameters which are the highest pitch, jitter percentage, lowest intensity, and maximum phonation time. They are combined into a linear regression equation that will give values from -5 to +5 indicating severely dysphonic voice or normal voice respectively. The proposed system is named as Automatic Dysphonia Evaluation System (ADES). It integrates a new proposed pitch detection algorithm (PDA), start/end point detection algorithm, jitter equation, and intensity equation to obtain the four DSI parameters allowing the system to be used by patient at home to monitor their voices. The proposed PDA was proven more accurate by having no error detected for normal voice while only one pathological voice was detected with doubling error. The modified start/end point detection algorithm is proven better with silence detection error rate of 0.0752. ADES was tested with KayPENTAX voice database and had 55.6054% sensitivity and 50% specificity when -6.7249 is used as the cutoff value. Different sets of database consisted of trained and untrained vocalists, and also teachers and non-teachers were also used to evaluate ADES’ performance. The results of ADES show that it is able to get the DSI values for different voices from different types of groups.
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<td>Higher order statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>Signal-to-noise ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACC</td>
<td>Normalized autocorrelation function of the 1 dimensional slice of the third order cumulants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOC</td>
<td>Fourth-order cumulants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Cumulants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE</td>
<td>Short time energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>Root mean square energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa</td>
<td>Pascal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rms</td>
<td>Root mean square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX_PER</td>
<td>Maximum pitch period of human speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZCR</td>
<td>Zero crossing rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSF</td>
<td>Magnitude sum function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dB A</td>
<td>The curve A that represents the characteristic hearing curve of the human ear. Lower sounds seem quieter than middle or high frequency sounds to the human ear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTI</td>
<td>Voice turbulence index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBE</td>
<td>Centre for Biomedical Engineering Universiti Teknologi Malaysia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**LIST OF SYMBOLS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F_0$</td>
<td>Fundamental frequency/pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_0$</td>
<td>Fundamental frequency/pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_0$</td>
<td>Fundamental period/pitch period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_x$</td>
<td>Autocorrelation value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s[n]$</td>
<td>Signal value at sample $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Frame size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>Lag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_y$</td>
<td>Average magnitude difference function value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X2$</td>
<td>Doubling error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$/2$</td>
<td>Halving error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G error</td>
<td>Gross error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F error</td>
<td>Fine error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S error</td>
<td>Standard deviation error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_H$</td>
<td>Highest frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_H$</td>
<td>Real value for highest frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_H$</td>
<td>Consecutive number of the highest harmonic peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_N$</td>
<td>the $K^{th}$ root of the multiplication of spectral coefficients (amplitudes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Number of points used for the FFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X(f)$</td>
<td>Log spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S(f)$</td>
<td>Cepstral smoothed log spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>Lowest value of the AMDF within the frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>Standard deviation of AMDF of the frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>Order of AR models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_2$</td>
<td>Carbon dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E(n)$</td>
<td>Energy at time $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITL</td>
<td>Lower threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU</td>
<td>Upper threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IZCT</td>
<td>Zero crossing threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I$</td>
<td>Intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>Pressure units of Pascal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{rms}$</td>
<td>root mean square (rms) pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{ref}$</td>
<td>Reference sound pressure in air considered as threshold of human hearing (0dB) at 1 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMX</td>
<td>Maximum energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMN</td>
<td>Minimum energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_s$</td>
<td>Sampling frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sgn</td>
<td>Sign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPENDIX</td>
<td>TITLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Malaysian Statistics on Medical Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Voice Handicap Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>KayPENTAX Voice Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Microphone for Data Collection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Research

Maier et al. (2009) stated that 87.5% of people who live in urban area need communication for their daily work. These people are dependent upon their voices for their career such as teachers, lawyers and other professionals. A loss of $154 billion to $186 billion per year to the United States economy is due to the cost of care and the degradation of the employment opportunities for the people with communication disorder. Because of the communication disabilities, they do not have many opportunities for employment.

Voice disorder is one of the speech disorders, which is increasing dramatically nowadays (Maier et al. 2009). Voice disorder can be caused by unhealthy social habits such as smoking and alcohol consumption, voice abuse for example shouting inappropriately, and most importantly the lack of awareness among the general public and the health care provider (Godino Llorente et al., 2006). Surveys made by Behrman (2005) to 53 speech therapists with at least three years experience in using stroboscopy and acoustic instrumentation discovered that voice therapy are performed as much as 4.9 cases per week on the average. Since the voice
disorders can occur anytime due to various causes, prevention measures need to be taken because the problem can become permanent if not treated (Van Lierde et al., 2009c).

Throughout the years, different types of clinical procedures, objective and subjective measurement devices have been developed for voice assessment and therapy in order to prevent, to reduce, and perhaps to cure the severity and the occurrence of voice problems. Different assessment techniques provide different information for the speech therapists. Among them are video laryngoscopy, GRBAS (a short for Grade, Roughness, Breathiness, Asthenia, and Strain parameters), Acoustic Voice Quality Index (AVQI), Voice Handicap Index (VHI), and Dysphonia Severity Index (DSI).

This research will focus on the development of a single platform that can perform DSI to evaluate the degree of voice disorder. A single DSI evaluation platform can be built by the integration of pitch detection algorithm (PDA), start/endpoint detection algorithm, jitter equation, and intensity equation. A new PDA is developed to detect pitch for both normal and pathological voices with higher accuracy than the existing algorithms. Experimental results are evaluated on each of the mentioned algorithm, and also on the overall developed system.

1.2 Problem Statement

Voice assessment generally includes subjective and objective approaches. Subjective measurement such as auditory perceptual analysis is one of the methods of diagnosing the existence or the severity of a dysphonia (Johnson, 2007). But study shows that this approach will cause variety in the results and the assessment can be questionable if the clinicians did not come out with a standardized procedure
This problem has ignited the researchers to develop objective measurement techniques or system in order to assist the speech pathologists assessing the voice disorders.

A survey was made by National Medical Device Survey published in the publication of Engineering Services Division, Medical Device Bureau and the Clinical Research Centre, Ministry of Health Malaysia has come out with the table as presented in Appendix A (Ariza et al., 2007). It shows that the amount of devices for otorhinolaryngology and audiology in Malaysia are not capable to cover the overall population in Malaysia. Moreover, the access to these devices is concentrated in Selangor and Kuala Lumpur. Details of the survey are included in the Appendix A.

Until today, most of the acoustic analysis systems are owned by the speech pathology clinics and by speech therapists (Godino-Llorente et al., 2006) (Johnson, 2007). General public do not have the access to these systems and they cannot monitor their progress or improvement during their rehabilitation at home and even the public or the patients do not have access to the system. The patients will find difficulties to process their own voices as the system is complicated with everything operated manually and usually conducted by the specialists or speech therapists. This situation has lead to the development of an automatic system to diagnose voice disorders that can be used easily by the patients themselves. The automatic approach in diagnosing voice requires a non-invasive and objective technique so that the patient can use it with ease at home during rehabilitation.

The method that is used in this thesis is based on an objective multiparametric approach known as Dysphonia Severity Index (DSI). Until now, this technique is widely used for various types of voice research but none of them used a single platform to obtain the DSI. Therefore, the result obtained by a research is incomparable with the result by other researches because of the non-standardized platforms used by each research. The developed system presented by this thesis is aimed to overcome:
i) the problems by subjective voice assessment approach
ii) the lack of assessment tools in Malaysia
iii) the inefficiency of home rehabilitation at own responsibility
iv) the non-standardized platforms used to calculate DSI

1.3 Objectives

The thesis aims to achieve the three objectives outlined in this section.

Firstly, the main objective of this project is to develop a voice disorder evaluation system based on Dysphonia Severity Index (DSI) named as Automatic Dysphonia Evaluation System (ADES) throughout this thesis.

Secondly, to find and to develop the best and accurate way of Pitch Detection Algorithm (PDA) to detect the voice pitches especially to detect disordered voice for diagnosing purposes.

The final objective is to indentify, to modify and to assemble appropriate algorithms so that system will be able to diagnose the voice disorder objectively and automatically based on DSI.
1.4 Scope of the Research

1. The evaluation system will implement Dysphonia Severity Index (DSI) that requires the combination of pitch detection algorithm (PDA), an algorithm that can find the voice intensity, an effective start/end point detection algorithm and an algorithm to calculate the percentage jitter.

2. The type of speech disorder that will be focused in the thesis is the voice disorder.

3. The PDA accuracy will be tested using KayPENTAX database for benchmarking with the existing time domain PDA’s such as MATLAB Mathworks’ Pitch Synchronize Overlap and Add (PSOLA) PDA, Praat software’s autocorrelation and crosscorrelation, and average magnitude difference function by Manfredi et al. (2000).

4. KayPENTAX normal and pathological voices are used for ADES’ accuracy test.

5. The start/endpoint detection algorithm will only concern the finding of the start and the end points of the vowel /a/ utterance (voiced) with silence as the background and will not concern the voiced/unvoiced classification.

1.5 Thesis Outline

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 includes the introduction, the background, the objective and the scope of the thesis. The main aim is to show how this research will overcome the problem described in the problem statement. It will also discuss the scope of the research and its feasibility.

Chapter 2 presents the background and the literature of speech therapy, the types of speech disorders and how they are treated. The main interest which is voice disorder will be explained further. Chapter 2 also describes several techniques of
objective multiparameter that have been developed in the literatures and how finally DSI was chosen as the objective multiparameter technique to be used for the development of the research. It also provides the comprehensive study on the technical aspects and the literatures on PDA, speech start/endpoint detection and how these algorithms are combined with jitter and intensity algorithm to form the DSI assessment platform.

Chapter 3 describes the research methodology and the design of the developed PDA and modified start/endpoint detection for ADES. This chapter shows how jitter and intensity equations are integrated to obtain the maximum phonation time, jitter percentage, lowest intensity and highest frequency for the DSI calculation. This chapter also describes the experiments involved to test the accuracy of the developed system.

Chapter 4 presents results and the discussion of all different algorithms for PDA and start/endpoint detection in comparison to the ones that have been designed and developed for ADES. This chapter also includes the evaluation of ADES by using the voices from KayPENTAX database, the collected database of trained and untrained vocalists, and teachers and non-teachers.

Chapter 5 concludes the works and findings of this thesis. Some suggestions for future approach and enhancement are also given.

1.6 Contribution of Thesis

The development of a single platform to evaluate the DSI itself is a new invention for voice assessment system. Until today, each of the DSI parameter is
evaluated by using different devices which are mostly from KayPENTAX, a world leading company for speech, voice, and swallowing instrumentation.

Another contribution is the new developed PDA which can detect the pitch without fixing the frame length according to a person’s voice with high accuracy. Even the PDA developed for KayPENTAX’s Multi-Dimensional Voice Program requires the user to select the pitch searching range for pitch detection (Deliyski, 1993). This feature is usually included in many PDA so that the algorithm will not wrongly detect the pitch. However, the proposed PDA in this thesis performs pitch detection within the pitch searching range of 50 Hz to 1000 Hz without requiring the user to limit the pitch searching range.
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SM48 Cardioid Dynamic Vocal Microphone.


Voice Handicap Index.


⇒ “vAm” - vAm /% - Peak Amplitude Variation represents the relative standard deviation of the period-to-period calculated peak-to-peak amplitude. It reflects the very long-term amplitude variations within the analyzed voice sample.

⇒ “NHR” - NHR - Noise-to-Harmonic Ratio is an average ratio of energy of the in-harmonic components in the range 1500-4500 Hz to the harmonic components energy in the range 70-4500 Hz. It is a general evaluation of the noise present in the vocalization.

⇒ “VTI” - VTI - Voice Turbulence Index is an average ratio of the spectral in-harmonic high-frequency energy to the spectral harmonic energy in stable phonation areas. VTI measures the relative energy level of high-frequency noise, such as turbulence.

⇒ “SPI” - SPI - Soft Phonation Index is an average ratio of the lower-frequency to the higher-frequency harmonic energy. This index is not a measurement of abnormality but rather a measurement of the spectral “type” of the vocalization.

⇒ “FTRI” - FTRI /% - Fo-Tremor Intensity Index shows (in percent) the ratio of the frequency magnitude of the most intensive low-frequency modulating component (Fo-tremor) to the total frequency magnitude of the analyzed voice signal.

⇒ “ATRI” - ATRI /% - Amplitude Tremor Intensity Index shows (in percent) the ratio of the amplitude of the most intensive low-frequency amplitude-modulating component (amplitude tremor) to the total amplitude of the analyzed voice signal.

⇒ “DVB” - DVB /% - Degree of Voice Breaks shows (in percent) the ratio of the total length of areas representing voice breaks to the time of the complete voice sample.

⇒ “DSH” - DSH /% - Degree of sub-harmonics is an estimated relative evaluation of sub-harmonic to Fo components in the voice sample.

⇒ “DUV” - DUV /% - Degree of Voiceless is an estimated relative evaluation of non-harmonic areas (where Fo can not be detected) in the voice sample. DUV considers as voiceless all pauses either before, after, and/or between the voiced areas.

⇒ “NVB” - NVB - Number of Voice Breaks shows how many times the generated Fo was interrupted from the beginning of the first until the end of the last voiced area.

⇒ “NSH” - NSH- Number of Sub-Harmonic Segments found during analysis.

⇒ “NUV” - NUV - Number of Unvoiced Segments detected during the autocorrelation analysis.

⇒ “SEG” - SEG - Total number of segments computed during the MDVP-autocorrelation analysis.

⇒ “PER” - PER - Pitch Periods detected during the period-to-period pitch extraction using MDVP.
3.2. Patient’ Information Spreadsheet - provides patient’ clinical information for each subject. It is the same as section 3.1 but does not include the MDVP-results. This spreadsheet can be used for quick access or processing of subject information part of the database when MDVP results are not needed. It contains 1689 rows, but only the following 11 columns are included: “PAT_ID”, “VISITDATE”, “FILE VOWEL ‘ah’”, “AGE”, “SEX”, “#”, “DIAGNOSIS”, “LOCATION”, “SMOKE”, “NATLANG”, “ORIGIN”.

3.3. Pathological Voice Spreadsheet - provides MDVP-analysis results from each pathological voice recording of sustained vowel ‘ah’ included in the database. It is similar to 3.1 but does not include some of the clinical information such as diagnoses, site of disorder, patient’ ID, etc. There are 655 rows in the spreadsheet, each one corresponding to an existing .nsp file from the CD-ROM. There is no repetition of filenames, as in section 3.1 and 3.2, caused by multiple diagnoses for the same subject. This spreadsheet can be used for quick access or processing of the MDVP-results. The following 39 columns are included: “FILE VOWEL ‘ah’”, “AGE”, “SEX”, “SMOKE”, “NATLANG”, “ORIGIN”, “Fo”, “To”, “Fh1”, “Fl0”, “STD”, “PFR”, “Ffr”, “Fatr”, “Tsam”, “Jita”, “Jitt”, “RAP”, “PPQ”, “sPPQ”, “vFo”, “ShdB”, “Shim”, “APQ”, “sAPQ”, “vAm”, “NHR”, “VTI”, “SPI”, “FTRI”, “ATRI”, “DVB”, “DSH”, “DUV”, “NVB”, “NSH”, “NUV”, “SEG”, “PER”.

3.4. Normal Voice Spreadsheet - provides MDVP-analysis results from each normal voice recording of sustained vowel ‘ah’ included in the database. It is similar to section 3.1, but it does not include some of the clinical information such as diagnoses, site of disorder, patient’ ID, etc. The spreadsheet contains 3 tables. The first table has 53 rows representing every existing normal voice .nsp file from the CD-ROM. The additional two rows at the end of the table give the average value and standard deviation for every MDVP parameter, calculated from the table using Excel commands. The other two tables are similar - one includes only the female subject MDVP-results from the first table, their average values, and standard deviations; the other table - only the male subject results. This spreadsheet can be used for quick access or processing of MDVP-results of normal voices. The following 39 columns are included: “FILE VOWEL ‘ah’”, “AGE”, “SEX”, “SMOKE”, “NATLANG”, “ORIGIN”, “Fo”, “To”, “Fh1”, “Fl0”, “STD”, “PFR”, “Ffr”, “Fatr”, “Tsam”, “Jita”, “Jitt”, “RAP”, “PPQ”, “sPPQ”, “vFo”, “ShdB”, “Shim”, “APQ”, “sAPQ”, “vAm”, “NHR”, “VTI”, “SPI”, “FTRI”, “ATRI”, “DVB”, “DSH”, “DUV”, “NVB”, “NSH”, “NUV”, “SEG”, “PER”.

Press the ‘Note’ buttons to obtain on-screen information about every field in the spreadsheets.

Caution: If you are not using this file directly from the CD-ROM, you may wish to store a copy as backup before manipulating it (especially when using sorting functions).

The file readme.xls is an Excel 5.0 version of the current file.
4. EXCEL 3.0 FILES:

Kay Elemetrics Corp. also provides an Excel 3.0 version of the database.

Sub-directory `\EXCEL50\EXCEL30` contains the files `kaycdall.xls`, `kaycdinf.xls`, `kaycdnor.xls`, `kaycdpat.xls`, and `readme30.xls` which represent Excel 3.0 spreadsheets almost identical with the spreadsheets from the Excel 5.0 workbook `kaycd_db.xls` and the file `readme.xls` described in section 3.

The file `kaycdall.xls` includes the Full Database Spreadsheet described in section 3.1., `kaycdinf.xls` includes the Patient' Information Spreadsheet described in section 3.2., `kaycdpat.xls` includes the Pathological Voice Spreadsheet described in section 3.3., and `kaycdnor.xls` includes the Normal Voice Spreadsheet described in section 3.4.

Cells with red dots in the upper right corner include Notes giving information on the current field.

Caution: If you are not using these files directly from the CD-ROM, you may wish to store a copy as backup before manipulating it (especially when using sorting functions).

The file `readme30.xls` is an Excel 3.0 version of the current file.

5. MICROSOFT WORD 6.0 FILES:

The CD-ROM database is also available in Microsoft Word 6.0 format. MS Word offers sorting, calculating and selecting tools for analysis of tables.

Directory `\EXCEL50\WORD60` contains the files `kaycdinf.doc`, `kaycdnor.doc`, `kaycdpat.doc`, and `readme.doc`. The first three files represent Microsoft Word 6.0 tables containing the Disordered Voice Database.

The file `kaycdinf.doc` includes a Patient' Information Table containing information identical to the Patient' Information Spreadsheet described in section 3.2. but in MS Word 6.0 format.


The file `kaycdnor.xls` includes a Normal Voice Table similar to the Normal Voice Spreadsheet described in section 3.4. The table includes the following fields: “FILE VOWEL ‘ah’”, “Fo”, “To”, “Fhi”, “Flo”, “STD”, “PFR”, “Ffr”, “Ffr”,

Caution: If you are not using this file directly from the CD-ROM, you may wish to store a copy as backup before manipulating it (especially when using sorting functions).

The file *readme.doc* is the current file.

### 6. TEXT (ASCII) FILES:

Kay Elemetrics Corp. also provides a Text (ASCII) version of the database.

Sub-directory `\EXCEL50\TEXT` contains the files *kaycdall.txt*, *kaycdinf.txt*, *kaycdnor.txt*, *kaycdpat.txt*, and *readme.txt* which represent ASCII tab-delimited versions of the spreadsheets from the Excel 5.0 workbook *kaycd_db.xls* and *readme.xls* described in section 3.

The file *kaycdall.txt* includes the **Full Database Data** described in section 3.1., *kaycdinf.txt* includes the **Patient Information Data** described in section 3.2., *kaycdpat.txt* includes the **Pathological Voice Data** described in section 3.3., and *kaycdnor.txt* includes the **Normal Voice Data** described in section 3.4.

The file *readme.txt* is a Text (ASCII) version of the current file.

### 7. ACOUSTIC VOICE SAMPLE FILES (VOWEL ‘AH’)

Along with the spreadsheets and tables allowing easy visual access, sorting and statistical analysis, the CD-ROM contains the actual Acoustic Voice Sample Files - sustained vowel ‘ah’.

Directory `\PATHOL\AH` contains 657 files with extension `.nsp`. They represent Kay Elemetrics CSL format recordings of one second sustained vowel ‘ah’ from patients with a wide variety of organic, neurological, traumatic, and psychogenic voice disorders described in the database. These files were collected at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary (MEEI) Voice and Speech Lab, Boston, MA.

Directory `\NORM\AH` contains 53 files with extension `.nsp`. They represent Kay Elemetrics CSL-format recordings of one-second sustained vowel ‘ah’ from normal subjects. These files were collected at both Kay Elemetrics Corp. and Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary (MEEI) Voice and Speech Lab.

The `.nsp` files can be played, edited and analyzed using MDVP or CSL with a 4300B, 4300, or 3300 hardware platform.
8. **MDVP PARAMETER FILES (OF VOWEL ‘AH’)**

Directory `\PATHOL\AH\RESULTS` contains 635 files with extension `.res`. They represent Kay Elemetrics MDVP format (version 1.34 or above) recordings of the acoustic parameter results deriving from analysis of `.nsp` files in directory `\PATHOL\AH`. They keep the same file names, but different extensions. The format is a comma-delimited ASCII text. Some of the original `.nsp` files do not have corresponding `.res` files in this directory because the acoustical manifestation of the pathology is sometimes too severe to allow MDVP evaluation.

Directory `\NORM\AH\RESULTS` contains 53 files with extension `.res` deriving from MDVP analysis of the `.nsp` files in directory `\NORM\AH`.

The `.res` files can be accessed and edited using any text editor or software accepting comma-delimited format.

9. **ACOUSTIC SPEECH SAMPLE FILES (RAINBOW PASSAGE)**

Along with the voice sample files allowing acoustic evaluation of the vocal function, the CD-ROM also contains Acoustic Speech Sample Files - readings of the “Rainbow Passage”,

Directory `\PATHOL\RAINBOW` contains 662 files with extension `.nsp`. They represent Kay Elemetrics CSL format recordings of up to 12-second readings of the “Rainbow Passage” from the same patients included in `\PATHOL\AH` and described in the database. These files were collected at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary (MEEI) Voice and Speech Lab, Boston, MA.

Directory `\NORM\RAINBOW` contains 53 files with extension `.nsp` - recordings of up to 12-second readings of the “Rainbow Passage” from the same normal subjects included in `\NORM\AH` and described in the database. These files were collected at both Kay Elemetrics Corp. and Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary (MEEI) Voice and Speech Lab.

The `.nsp` files can be played, edited, and analyzed using MDVP or CSL with a 4300B, 4300, or 3300 hardware platform. The speech files can be very useful for perceptual evaluation along with the automatic acoustic assessment of the sustained vowels.

10. **METHOD OF RECORDING**

All acoustic files have been recorded using the same methodology which was the following:

A condenser microphone in a sound-proof booth has been used. The distance from the mouth to the microphone was 15 cm. All recordings have
been done on a DAT-recorder at sampling rate 44.1 kHz. Uniform SPL calibration has been used for all recordings.

From the DAT-tape the recordings have been converted into an analog signal and acquired into a CSL system model 4300 at sampling rates 25 kHz (with 12 kHz anti-aliasing filtering), or 50 kHz (with 24 kHz anti-aliasing filtering). They have been saved as CSL DOS-files (Kay Elemetrics .nsp format). The names have been formed as described above.
MICROPHONE FOR DATA COLLECTION

APPENDIX D

MODELS SM48 AND SM48S

UNIDIRECTIONAL DYNAMIC MICROPHONES

Shure Models SM48 and SM48S unidirectional dynamic microphones are designed for professional sound reinforcement, studio recording, and broadcasting applications. They maintain a true cardioid pattern throughout their frequency range, ensuring high gain before feedback and rejection of off-axis sound. The tailored frequency response is ideal for vocals. A presence rise brightens mid-range performance, and a low frequency rolloff controls proximity effect.

Both models include a shock mounted cartridge, a steel mesh grille, and an integral "pop" filter. The SM48S also includes a lockable On/Off switch.

Each microphone is supplied with an adjustable stand adapter and a padded carrying/storage bag. Cables are available separately.

FEATURES

- Cardioid pickup pattern rejects off-axis sound and provides superior gain before feedback
- Frequency response tailored for vocals, with brightened mid-range and bass rolloff to control proximity effect
- Shock-mounted cartridge for exceptional ruggedness and reduced handling noise
- Built-in pop filter that reduces explosive breath sounds and wind noise
- Supplied stand adapter and carrying/storage bag
- Lockable On/Off switch (SM48S only)
- Legendary Shure quality and ruggedness

VARIATIONS

- SM48
- SM48S (with lockable On/Off switch)

SPECIFICATIONS

Type: Dynamic

Frequency Response: 55 to 15,000 Hz (see Figure 1)

Polar Pattern: Cardioid (unidirectional) rotationally symmetrical about microphone axis, uniform with frequency (see Figure 2)

Impedance: Microphone rating impedance is 150 Ω (270 Ω actual) for connection to microphone inputs rated at 19 to 300 Ω

Output Level: (at 1,000 Hz)
- Open Circuit Voltage: 67.5 dBV/Pa (1.3 mV)

Connector: XLR professional audio

Polarity: Positive pressure on diaphragm produces positive voltage on pin 2 with respect to pin 3. See Figure 3.

Dimensions: See Figure 4

Net Weight: 370 grams (13.1 oz)

Packaged Weight: 672 grams (1 lb, 8.6 oz)

CERTIFICATIONS

Eligible to bear CE Marking. Conforms to European EMC Directive 89/336/EEC. Meets applicable tests and performance criteria in European Standard EN50103 (1995) Parts 1 and 2, for residential (E1) and light industrial (E2) environments.

FURNISHED ACCESSORIES

Carrying Bag: A56D
Carrying/Storage Bag: 26A13

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Windscreens: A68WD
Isolation Mount: A55M, A55HM
Dual Mount: A26M
7.6 m Cable (25 ft): C25F

REPLACEMENT PARTS

Cartridge: R135
Screen and Grille Assembly: RK246S
Plug Assembly: RK40P
On/Off Switch: RK810

LOCKING THE ON/OFF SWITCH (SM48S ONLY)

To lock the On/Off switch in On position, remove the screw from the lockplate and rotate the lockplate 180°. Then reinstall the screw.

For additional service or parts information, please contact the Shure Service Department at 1-800-516-2526. Outside the United States, please contact your authorized Shure Service Center.
MICROPHONES DYNAMIQUES UNIDIRECTIONNELS
MODELES SM48 ET SM48S

CARACTERISTIQUES

Type
Dynamique

Réponse en fréquence
65 à 14,000 Hz (voir la figure 1)

Dispersion
Coté de (unidirectionnel) symétrique circulairement sur axe, uniforme avec la fréquence (voir la figure 2)

Impédance
L'impédance nominale est 150 Ohms (efficace 270 Ohms) pour entrées microphones données pour 15 à 300 Ohms.

Niveau de sortie (à 1 kHz)
En circuit ouvert (voltage) P1,1 65,7 dBV/Pa (1,3 mV)

*1 P1 = 94 dB SPL

Polaire
Une pression positive produit une tension positive sur la broche 2 par rapport à la broche 3 (voir la figure 1)

Dimensions hors tout
Voir la figure 4

Poids net
370 grammes

VARIATIONS
SM48
SM48S (avec interrupteur d' alimentation électrique)

HOMOLOGATIONS
Autorisé à porter la marque CE. Conforme à la directive CEM européenne 89/336/CEE. Conforme aux critères applicables de test et de performances de la norme européenne EN 55103 (1996) parties 1 et 2 pour les environnements résidentiels (E1) et d'industrie légère (E2).

ACCESSOIRES FOURNIS
Adaptateur pivotant ..................................... A29D
Sac de rangement ........................................ 26A13

ACCESSOIRES EN OPTION
Bonnet .................................................. A58WD
Pied de table ........................................... 037A
Pied de montage anti-vibrations ......................... 039A
Câble (7,6 m) ........................................... C25F

PIÈCES DE RECHANGE
Cartouche ................................................ R136
Pince ..................................................... RK40P
Grille avec écran ....................................... RK248G
Interrupteur Marche/Arrêt (SM48S) ................. RK810

Pour tout renseignement complémentaire, prière de prendre contact avec le service Entretien Shure au 1-800-516-2525. En dehors des États-Unis, prière de prendre contact avec le centre d'entretien agréé Shure local.

DYNAMISCH RICHTMIKROFON
MODELL SM48 UND SM48S

TECHNISCHE DATEN
Wandlerprinzip
Dynamisch, Tauchspule

Frequenzgang
65...14,000 Hz (siehe Abbildung 1)

Richtcharakteristik
Nierenförmig, frequenz-unabhängig und symmetrisch zur Mikrofonachse (siehe Abbildung 2)

Impedanz

Übertragungsfaktor (bei 1 kHz)
Fedeleinbautenfaktor 65,7 dBV/Pa (1,3 mV)

*1 P1 = 94 dB SPL

Polarität
Positiver Schalldruck ergibt positive Spannung am Anschlusskupplung 2., gemessen am Anschlusskupplung 3 (siehe Abbildung 3)

Gesamtabmessungen
Siehe Abbildung 4

Nettogewicht
370 g

Halterung
SM48
SM48S (mit netz einaus-kopf)

ZULASSUNG

MITOEIHFERTES ZUBEHÖR
Stativhalterung ........................................ A29D
Trogertasche .......................................... 26A13

SONDERZUBEHÖR
Windschutz ........................................... A58WD
Tischständer .......................................... 037A
Schiebungsisolierter Tischständer ................. 039A
Kabel ..................................................... C25F

ERSATZTEILE
Kappe .................................................... R136
Anschlusskupplung ................................ RK40P
Einspritzkorb .......................................... RK248G
Ein-/Ausschalter (SM48S) ......................... RK810

Weitere Informationen hinsichtlich Service oder Ersatzteile erhalten Sie vom Shure-Zentral-Kundendienst unter der Nummer 1-800-516-2525. Außerhalb der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika wenden Sie sich bitte an das entsprechende autorisierte Service-Center Ihres Landes.
MICROFONO DINAMICO UNIDIRECCIONAL
MODELOS SM48 Y SM48S

CARACTERISTICAS

Tipo
Dinamico

Respuesta a Frecuencias
55 a 14,000 Hz (vea la Figura 1)

Dispersion Polar
Cardiode (unidireccional), uniforme respecto a la frecuencia y simetrica respecto al eje (vea la Figura 2)

Impedancia
La impedancia especificada es de 150 Ω (270 Ω efectivos) para su Conexion a entradas de microfono especificadas entre 19 y 300 Ω.

Nivel de salida (a 1 kHz)
Tension en circuito abierto*: 57,5 dBV/Pa (1,3 mV)

*1 Pa = 94 dB SPL

Polaridad
La presion positiva produce un voltaje positivo en el pin 2 respecto al 3 (vea la Figura 3)

Dimensiones totales
Vea la Figura 4

Peso neto
370 g

Variaciones
SM48
SM48S (con interruptor de encendido)

CERTIFICACIONES

Califica para llevar las marcas CE. Cumple la directiva europea 89/ 336/EEC de compatibilidad electromagnetica. Se ajusta a los criterios correspondientes de verificacion y funcionamiento establecidos en la norma europea EN 55103 (1996), partes 1 y 2, para zonas residenciales (E1) y zonas de industria ligera (E2).

ACCESORIOS SUMINISTRADOS

Abrasadora: A26D
Bolsa de transporte: 26A13

ACCESORIOS OPCIONALES

Pilas antiviento: A58WG
Pie de sobremesa: D27A
Pie con aislador de vibraciones: D39A
Cable (7.6 m): C25F

REPUESTOS

Cable: R136
Enchufe: RK40P
Conjunto de protector y rejilla: RK248G
Interruptor (GM48S): RK810

Para informacion adicional acerca del servicio o de partes, llame al Departamento de Servicio Shure a 1-800-516-2625. Fuera de los EE.UU., llame al servicio autorizado de productos Shure.

MICROFONO DINAMICO UNIDIREZIONALE
MODELLO SM48 Y SM48S

CARATTERISTICA

Tipo
Dinamico

Risposta in frequenza
Da 55 a 14,000 Hz (vedi Figura 1)

Diagrammi Polari
Cardiode (unidirezionale), uniforme rispetto all’asse del microfono, uniforme con la frequenza (vedi Figura 2)

Impedenza
Valore nominale: 150 Ω (270 Ω effettivi) per il collegamento a ingressi microfonici con bassi valori nominali di impedenza (19 - 300 Ω).

Livelli di uscita (a 1.000 Hz)
Tensione a circuito aperto*: 57,5 dBV/Pa (1,3 mV)

*1 Pa = 94 dB SPL

Polarità
Una pressione positiva sul diagramma produce una tensione positiva al piedino 2 rispetto al piedino 3 (ved i Figura 3)

Dimensioni totali
Vedi Figura 4

Peso netto
370 g

Variazioni
SM48
SM48S (con interruttore di alimentazione ON/OFF)

OMOLOGAZIONI

Contrassegnabile con il marchio CE. Conforme alla direttiva europea sulla compatibilita elettromagnetica 89/336/CEE. Conforme ai criteri sulle prestazioni e alle prove pertinenti specificati nella norma europea EN 55103 (1996) parti 1 e 2, per ambienti residenziali (E1) e industriali leggeri (E2).

ACCESSORI IN DOTAZIONE

Adattatore regolabile: A26D
Borsa: 26A13

ACCESSORI OPCIONAL

Schema antivento: A58WG
Base da tavolo: D27A
Adattatore antivibrazioni: D39A
Cavo (7.6 m): C25F

RECAMBI

Cartucce: R136
Connettore: RK40P
Gruppo grilla e schema: RK248G
Interruttore (GM48S): RK810

Per ulteriori informazioni sul ricambio o per assistenza, chiamare l’assistenza clienti della Shure al numero verde 1-888-516-2625 (solo negli Stati Uniti). Fuori dagli Stati Uniti rivolgersi al rivenditore o ad un centro di assistenza autorizzato.